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About This Game

Prove you have the fastest hands in the West with this high-speed virtual reality game. Practice your skills, challenge your
friends, and prove your worth as the Sheriff of town by defending it from ruffians. This is a virtual reality experience that

challenges a player's reaction time. You must control the urge to draw until you hear the signal. The round is over when only one
is left standing.

Four intense game modes: Defend the Town Mode, Time Trials, Blind Time Trials, and Online Duels.

Take on your opponents in high-speed, face to face shootouts!

The bullets are real physics objects. You can hit your target with a ricochet and even shoot a bullet out of the sky!

Compare your reaction times via leaderboards and prove you are the best of the best.

Challenge other players in real-time online duels!

Designed and built for VR: Play on both the HTC Vive AND the Oculus Rift with Touch!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 980 / AMD Radeon™ R9 380 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A
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This is a VR FPS game built for Virtual Reality. You embark on missions, where the aim is to kill robots whilst avoiding their
oncoming bullets, avoiding bullets by dodging, ducking and even climbing. There are different control options including arm
swinging or trackpad swipe movement. The game is well designed and along the way you meet more robots that look like
friendly scientists, whom you can apparently shoot for extra points, despite the fact that they are friendly towards the player.
The difficulty increases throughout the game, with the number of enemies increasing and the introduction of different robot
types such as spiders and drones. You progress is automatically saved at checkpoints along the way, and there are also leader-
boards which adds a competitive element to the game. This is a good FPS, but I think that improvements still need to be made
for it to meet the standards of other similar FPS games that are available. This is understandable though as the game is still in
early access. The improvements that I would suggest would be to add some music, improve the sound effects, to maybe offer a
different movement option as although I found that the trackpad motion works well, it is still not my preferred method of
motion as it can slow down the ability to reload your guns at times. The controls can also be a little tricky at times, for example
when using the two handed gun and in the initial tutorial whereby you are required to climb. An initial backstory might also be
nice to give the player a more solid understanding and motivation to complete their objective. Some interaction with the friendly
scientist characters would also be cool. It could also add a co-op option and different difficulty levels to give the game more
variety and replay value. The price point may be slightly high at this stage considering the improvements needed in the game.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DTGC8HPm8Q. So this model is based off of a pretty interesting aircraft, the D.iii. This
plane is basically just the D.ii except for stealing the idea of a smaller lower wing on a different chord line, from the French
Nieuport's . It was a cool concept, and made the plane a breeze to pilot, but the lower wing was getting way too stressed.
Manfred von Richthofen scored quite a few kills in this plane.

OK so good and bad.

CONS:
It doesn't want to spin in an overspeed stall like wikipedia tells me it should, and it makes sense that it should with the sesqui
wing (I couldn't get it fast enough with my realsm effects, maybe turning off aircraft stress might emulate this... would be
awesome to experience. Let me know if you get it to work, or can induce an overspeed spin from a dive. please.)
Obviously the wings don't break off from the insane stress from wild turns and the tail won't break in half if you slam it against
the runway like it should.
The rudder SLAM is like WHOA (Actually sooo so fun)

PROS:
Flies like a baby Cessna with minimal instruments
You get to see the valve lifters all the time
Stalls and recovers as expected besides the high speed stall

You feel like a real pilot sitting in this thing. There is open air around you, your radiator is ominously mounted right above your
head. Your 'big six' is now just two instruments, RPM's and an 'altimeter' I wouldn't bet on. Instead of trim, you can lock your
stick in a certain position. When you're flying, you can hear the RPM's ramping up as you descend. The wood trim is something
you'd expect from a Bugatti. The point the immersion ends is that you know the monocoque tail won't be breaking off if you
accidentally slam the tail against the runway.
You taxi to RW 14, and push the throttle gradually fully forwards, holding the right rudder steady as you speed up to keep
center of the runway. You can lift off quickly, but with no speed indicator, I'd recommend flying parallel to the runway for a bit
before ascending.
So I flew a few rough patterns, the altimeter seemed off... or stuck, or wrong.... I know what 2k looks like and it was still saying
1k, sooo who know? Anyways, I flew two paterns, the first one I approached visually like I was in a Cessna, but I didn't get my
tail wheel down quick enough (The angle of the wings with the tail wheel on the ground is what's going to slow your roll the
quickest). I over ran the runway by maybe 10 feet (no brakes, no flaps, no pre reading, hahah) on a 6k ft rw. My second go I was
able to exit rw about midfield, I slowed down in air a bit more and lowered the tailwheel as lift was diminishing.

The Rudder throws this little wooden plane around wildly. With some practice I think you could get some wild stalls with how
powerful this rudder is (I think it would break the plane IRL).
I tried some stalls... in power off stalls, I was getting very out of control spins, although they were easily recovered with
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sufficient altitude. The super rudder helps.
I tried some power on stalls, the plane really favors rolling over left wing and stalling in a CCW spin.
I was reaching overspeeds before I could speed stall her.

So I only flew this plane about an hour, but I enjoyed some things about it, and disliked other things that can't be fixed in FSX.
The plane is a joy to fly, the left tendencies on takeoff are fun, and learning the feeling of the landing could be a good thing to
experience if you're into conventional gear aircraft. The plane is more fragile than FSX can emulate, and that's a real bummer,
but not a complete deal breaker for me.
. This is a paint application. This is not a game.... At first, I thought I would hate this game. After playing the first and the
second one, I fell in love with this series. When I started up this one I thought it would be even better but my first playthrough
was rougher that I would have liked but after a second playthrough I started to really enjoy it. The game takes away erranty
which is a bit sad but adds three yearly festival spread throughout the year and a friendship mechanic.

If this is your first princess maker game I wouldn't reccomend it, since this is a rougher way to enter the series. The easiest one
to start with is the second one, but if you're fine with things starting slower than usual I high reccomend this. Pretty well written
dialogue with (typically) realistic descriptions of physical interactions.
Enjoyable story with a few breaks in the logic flow, but overall totally worth the $3;49 spent. $10 max price worthy imho.
Only my2nd Anime\/Mature\/visual novel- other was a Sakura title.
  Surprised at quality of writing- hope to find more as good or better then these. This is, in effect a dating sim with a few
surprisingly poignant observations on life, as well as a nice variety of personalities and real life kinks. Thankfully the cheese in
sexual situations is minimal, nothing too over the top and no chics with fox ears or tails... just humans...for the most part. Just
enough skin and sex (with uncensor applied) to keep your blood pumping...but definetly not a pron fest. Yes...I did buy this
hoping to see some nice anime women naked, but was surprised at how well this was crafted and the quality of writing.

Easy to uncensor....see review\/thnx to "Braided" for for that.
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It's alright 9/10. This is one of the most insightful games I've ever played. It's not too long and the controls are easy to master.
Boss battles can be punishing but follow the theme of the game. It's got the classical feel of a traditional rpg with some breaking
of the fourth wall to show you it really doesn't take its self too seriously.

The music is enchanting and in a way, plays a significant role in the story. It's not going to be a top seller, but this game is well
worth checking out.. Jumps are useless.. I really hate to do a bad review, but this game (in my opinion anyway) was probably
one of the worst games ive played in a long time. Bad graphics\/gameplay, the sound would suddenly cut out, and the story\/
gamplay didnt make any sense.

I played it for a while and it just ended up crashing on me, which is just as well because I was not enjoying the
game\/experience anyway.
. Don't buy it. This game is just a great exercise in running around in circles and accomplishing nothing.
Boring or tedious with very little in the way of excitement.. It introduces a few new missions that are prety good but also
tideious at times. The reward is Power Armor and a Stelth suit and a few weapons that were already in the game. However all in
all it is prety good in my opinion.
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